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It is 2018 and we come across ourselves in a world where it's possible and seemingly not uncommon to
become self-made millionaire at a very early age.we will never understand the money into the future

without learning how money came into being in the first place. Jacana Mass media presents Mpho Dagada,
one particular young, self-produced millionaire who in his memoir, Mr Bitcoin: How I became a millionaire at
21, shares his tale of triumph and failure. He tells his story right from the start: being raised by business-
minded and accomplished grandparents who planted in him the seeds of what this means to be successful
running a business. Cryptocurrencies will replace fiat money in the end, as they are faster, better and far
more convenient than all the earlier forms of currency. Through these many lows were lessons of great

worth which ultimately resulted in the endless opportunities that Bitcoin presents for all those interested
in creating wealth through trading cryptocurrencies and running a effective business. These included falling

for Ponzi schemes like Kipi and losing his money on more than one occasion.Dagada is confident in the
viability of Bitcoin and ascertains that ‘Usually, the road to riches is a closely guarded key, as yet.

Blockchain and Bitcoin are now pioneering a new online financial world.This book is both motivational and

practical, examining the errors and pitfalls that Dagada had to undergo in his business pursuits.’
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